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Our Foundations:
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The Town of Banff 2019-2022 Strategic Plan summarizes our
strategic priorities for the next four years in five priority areas.
Each priority area includes:
• Targets that identify “how far and how fast” we want to
advance, with measurable results by 2022
• Strategies selected to achieve targets
• Tactics that believed to best help progress to targets
This Strategic Plan does not list everything that the Town will be
doing in the four years. With well over 100 programs and services,
the Town will serve the various and evolving needs of our
community. The many tasks that are necessary to keep us operating
at our present level are not shown.

environmental strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
At the same time, strategies for one area may appear to be in
tension with another area. In these cases, overarching goals of the
long-term Banff Community Plan help guide direction and actions.
The Banff Community Plan provides foundational guidance for all
activities of the Town of Banff. Master Plans for specific topic areas
also provide goals on a 10-year planning horizon. The Town received
substantial public input on these longer-term plans.
This medium-term Strategic Plan identifies areas where additional
focus in the four-year period will help to achieve or make progress
towards longer-term goals. Each year, the Town confirms actions,
through a Service Review, that advance the Strategic Plan.

Instead, the Strategic Plan concentrates on the areas where our
community wants to be better—doing more, or doing things
differently, than in the past. These priority areas require more
attention, strategic development, resources or a combination of
these inputs to move towards the shared goals for our community.

This is a living document; we don’t expect the plan to remain exactly
the same throughout its four-year lifespan. Council expects to
review the plan annually, and to make changes as conditions change
or as new information or solutions become available.

The five priority areas of the Strategic Plan overlap and reinforce
each other. Banff is a small town, with a limited land base. Changes
in one area affect the outcomes in other areas. For example,
advances in transportation strategies to encourage more walking,
cycling and other active modes will have a positive impact on

In 2020-21, the COVID pandemic requires a deeper examination of
targets and tactics to ensure the Town is focussing on the most
important priorities for Banff. The recommendations for updates
are based on the assumption that a recovery will be gradual, with
full recovery to 2019 levels anticipated in 2023-24.
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The Town of Banff builds, maintains and manages transportation
infrastructure, provides public transit, contributes to safety and
efficient use of resources through traffic and parking regulations,
and strives for the highest levels of active transportation in Canada.
The Town is expanding a system of connected routes, with
programs to make walking and cycling safe, easy to navigate, and
the preferable alternative to motor vehicle travel. This trail, route,
and walkway system fosters fitness and connectivity throughout the
townsite and links to trails outside town boundaries.
Relevant long-term directional plans:
• Transportation Master Plan
• Trails Master Plan
• Long-term Transportation Study
A limited land base creates opportunities for leadership in areas
such as environmental sustainability, active transportation, and a
focus on infrastructure renewal and innovation, rather than
expansion. Banff should not build our way out of traffic and parking
issues. Our community must embrace more creative solutions to
mobility in the townsite. Banff’s multi-modal transportation system
is economically and environmentally sustainable and enhances the
lives of residents and the experience of visitors. Our approach
fosters choices that empower our shared responsibility to preserve
and enhance the natural and heritage assets of Banff National Park.

Direction from 2008-18 Banff Community Plan
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and
complements pedestrian movements and cycling.
• Provide a transportation system that enhances the resident and
visitor experience.
• Encourage the integration of local and regional transportation
of people and goods.
• Provide a transportation system that is economically and
environmentally sustainable.
• Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and enjoyment by
creating a defined and contiguous system of pathways
throughout the town.
• Improve trail connectivity to the national park.
• Build a system of open spaces, trails and parks that reinforce
connections to the natural environment.
• Increase the use of Banff parks and trails.
• Implement an active-living program that educates and
encourages healthy lifestyles.
• Develop and implement a town-wide wayfinding plan that is
simple and graphically representative of our sense of place.
• Pursue a regional transportation plan that introduces public
transit links between Canmore, Banff, Lake Louise, the
surrounding ski areas and popular national park destinations or
trailheads.
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Key Partners Include:
• The residents of Banff who help set the standard by making
choices that demonstrate shared responsibility to preserve
Banff National Park.
• Parks Canada, who is responsible for the construction and
maintenance of transportation infrastructure outside the town,
and for providing trail construction, maintenance and signage
around the town and providing information for users.
• Federal and provincial governments, as key funders of
transportation initiatives.
• Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission, which
operates Banff and regional public transit.
• Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity, Town of Canmore,
Improvement District 9, and Parks Canada for support to
regional transit.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local hotels that provide parking or bicycles and encourage
active modes, and participate in supporting Roam Public Transit.
Local businesses that rent and sell equipment for active modes.
Local businesses involved in tourism and transportation, and
encourage their employees to commute using active modes.
Local businesses that seek to expand mass transit in the region
and other development to reduce traffic congestion in town.
Trail users, providing input on plans and trail conditions and
helping keep the trails clean and safe through appropriate trail
etiquette.
Banff and Lake Louise Tourism, providing information for users.
Canadian Rockies Public Schools for programs that promote
walking and cycling.
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Transportation Strategies:
Parking:
• Reduce demand for downtown parking.
• Protect parking for vulnerable sectors of our community.
• Limit RV traffic in the downtown core.
Transit:
• Establish and maintain high-quality service standards.
• Transition towards 100% renewable energy for the Banff
routes.
• Improve bus travel time relative to vehicle travel time.
Active Modes:
• Upgrade existing trails and develop new trails.
• Develop new sidewalks and on-road cycle routes.
• Close and rehabilitate redundant trails.
• Add trail amenities.
• Develop bridges and crossings.
• Improve trail and walkway experience for visitors.
• Update trail policies and bylaws.
• Improve trail monitoring, education and maintenance.
New strategic focus added due to COVID considerations:
• Transit: Work to rebuild transit ridership by increasing awareness
about public transit opportunities, with an emphasis on
promoting safety protocols to ensure transit is a safe mode
during the COVID pandemic.
• Active Modes: Communicate health benefits of active modes
and opportunities when used in combination with periphery
parking.
• Parking: Trial new parking management strategies in 2021 in
light of increased proportion of individual travellers associated
with use of private vehicles, and focus on additional measures to
incentivize use of intercept parking lot.

Traffic Management:
• Reduce use of private vehicles downtown.
• Reduce traffic delays by encouraging fewer vehicles downtown.
• Improve pedestrian and driver satisfaction with movement
downtown.
Regional Transit Connectivity:
• Reduce congestion and parking issues throughout the Bow
Valley by enhancing opportunities for people to travel without
private vehicles between Calgary and the Bow Valley.
• Continue to work with partners to expand bus services:
o between Calgary and the Bow Valley
o throughout the Bow Valley
• Work with partners to evaluate the concept of passenger rail.

COVID impact:
COVID has dramatically reduced transit ridership due to
perceptions of safety and increased use of personal vehicles.
Transit will become very important as vehicle traffic resumes when
the U.S. border reopens.
The COVID pandemic has affected the capacity of staff to
implement some infrastructure projects.
The effort to reduce taxes has reduced contributions to capital
reserves, which will have an impact on future transit and
transportation investments if reserves are not maintained.
Visitation is down due to COVID, reducing traffic by at least 25%.
Traffic will gradually increase as visitation recovers.
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Transportation Targets by 2022:
Parking:
• Maintain parking shortfall to less than 150 stalls in the
downtown area, comprising Zone A (central downtown
commercial district), Zone B (downtown west of Lynx St. and
north of Wolf St. to Moose St.), and Zone C (east of downtown
between Beaver St. and Otter St.).
• Achieve summertime peak occupancy of 80% in train station
intercept lot.
Transit:
• Double (to 700,000 riders) summer ridership (June-Sept) on
Banff local routes of the Roam Public Transit service.
• Increase year-round ridership by 60% (to 1.18 million) on
Banff local routes of the Roam Transit service.

Active Modes:
• Increase by 100% (over 2018) active mode crossings of the Bow
River.
• Build a second pedestrian crossing between Central Park and
the Recreation Grounds.
• Identify options for a pedestrian crossing (over or under) of the
CP railway between Marmot Cr. and the Industrial District.
• Build a minimum of 4 km of additional active mode trails/bike
lanes/sidewalks, primarily key linkages and connections.
• Reduce the percentage of residents who commute to work in
personal vehicles by 15%: from 30% in summer and 41% in
winter (2017 census) to 25.5% in summer and 34.8% in winter
by 2022.
Traffic Management:
• Reduce days in a year exceeding 16,000 vehicles per day (VPD)
over the Bow River Bridge from 81 to 5.

New/revised targets due to COVID considerations:
• Transit: revise targets to: Return transit ridership to
2019 levels by 2022, and maintain 2019 infrastructure.
• Parking: revise target to: Achieve average summer
occupancy of 50% in intercept parking lot.
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New or revised targets due to COVID impact are identified in blue.
Transportation Action Plan
Tactic

2019

2020

2021

2022

Beyond

Lead

Parking
Pa1

Work with partners to establish Train Station Intercept parking lot.

2019

P&D +
Eng.

Pa2

Work with the public to provide council with options for downtown parking disincentives,
including consideration of user-pay parking. (This tactic related to tactic TM7)

2019

Eng.

Delayed public consultation of final phase 2 due to COVID pandemic making in-person
consultation unsafe. Shift to online consultation and extent implementation.

2019

Provide options for Resident parking permit system.

2019

Delayed public consultation of final phase 2 due to COVID pandemic making in-person
consultation unsafe. Shift to online consultation and extent implementation.

2019

Work with partners to identify lands (with Parks and inside TB) for East West intercept lot.

2019

Pa3

Pa4

2020
Eng.
2020
Eng.

This project near East entrance is removed due to land availability limitations. This tactic is
revised to exploring opportunities to expand parking near the West entrance in 2021.

2021

Pa5

East entrance intercept lot planning/permits/approvals.

2021

Pa6

This tactic has been removed due to unsuitability/availability of land within the town
boundary and lack of opportunity to build outside the town boundary.
East entrance intercept lot construction.

2022

Eng. +
P&D

Beyond

Eng.

This tactic has been removed due to unsuitability/availability of land within the town
boundary and lack of opportunity to build outside the town boundary.
Pa7

Work with partners to add RV parking near Train Station.

2019

P&D +
Eng.
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Pa8

Work with partners to add Train Station Intercept parking lot to licence plate data
collection.

Pa9

Recommend adding a tactic to maximize profile and use of Train Station Parking Lot,
including enhancements of intercept flagger program, intersection re-configuration,
enhanced signage, engagement of visitors in pre-trip planning.

2019

Eng.
2021

2022

2020

2021

Traffic Management
TM1

Continue with green overrides until bridge vehicle volume is within threshold.

2019

TM2

Southside residents transportation communications.

2019

2022

Eng.
Comms.

Moved to EM8 as the key issue is evacuation.
TM3

Work with Parks Canada to establish methodology for counting vehicle occupancy and
categorize into types of users such as visitors, residents, trades.

2019

2020

P&D
2022

Surveying to be deferred to 2022 to capitalize on larger sample size.
TM4

2020

Investigate travel time prediction.

Eng.
2022

Deferred to enable collection during more “normal” circumstances.
TM5

Consider the display of traffic information on electronic sign by Hospital.

2019

TM6

Design landscape improvements to west and east entrances into Banff townsite to
integrate all modes and features, enhance town entrance aesthetics, reduce vehicle
speeds, and signal a change in expectations from highway driving. (Same as RR3)
Continue during more normal traffic volume.

2019

Work with the public to provide council with options for downtown traffic disincentives,
including consideration of congestion charge. (This tactic related to tactic Pa2)
Extended public consultation on paid parking. Congestion charging concept has been
determined to be not feasible.

2019

TM7

TM8

Present options for exploring commercial car-share programs.
Revise to:

Eng. +
Comms.
P&D
2021

2022
Eng.

2021
2020
2021

2022
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P&D +
C.S.

Research and present options around transportation-as-a-service, car-share programs and
car-pool programs.
Deferred and extended development to a period not affected by COVID safety issues.
Transit
Tr1

Tr2

Implement peak period shuttle service to Train Station intercept parking Lot.

2019

Eng. +
BVRTSC
2021

Trialled in 2019. Halted in 2020 due to COVID pandemic. Recommend trialling alternative
vehicle options to help increase occupancy of Train Station Lot, while addressing of
perceptions of COVID safety.
Implement peak period service increase on Route 1 (to 15 minute).

2020

Eng. +
BVRTSC
2022

Transit expansions delayed due to COVID.
Tr3

2020

Implement peak period service increase on Route 2 (to 20 minute).

Eng. +
BVRTSC
2022

Transit expansions delayed due to COVID.
Tr4

Tr5
Tr6

Bring options to council for a trial of free transit.

2019

Eng. +
BVRTSC

2022

Special Event trial discussed by Council and not implemented in 2019. Transit expansions
delayed due to COVID in 2020. May align with future parking strategies and trials.
Bring options to council to provide priority for transit buses vs personal vehicles
(eg. transit priority signaling, transit/bicycle priority lanes).

2020

Eng.
Beyond

Start east entrance shuttle service.
Remove this tactic due to unavailability of suitable land near east entrance.

Tr7

Tr8

Bring options to council to expand Calgary-Banff bus service to every day during the
summer.
Options were brought in the 2020 budget. Recommend restarting weekend service
contribution in 2021 and deferring expansion to every day service to 2022.
Work with partners to evaluate the concept of passenger rail.

2020

Eng. +
BVRTSC

2022
2019

2020

2021

2022

Eng. +
BVRTSC

Beyond
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Eng.

Tr9

Bring options to increase service on Canmore-Banff Route 3.

2019

Eng. +
BVRTSC

2022

Transit expansions deferred due to COVID pandemic impact.
Active Modes - Planning
A1

Complete streetscape master plan project.

2019

Eng.

A2

Identify priority streets for active modes improvements.

2019

P&D

2019

P&D,
Eng.
+Comm
Serv.

Active Modes – Upgrading Existing Trails

UT1

Provide Council with options to upgrade at least portions of the Bow River Trail (north side)
from the pedestrian bridge to Wolf St. to Type 1 (in conjunction with NT5).

2021

Bow River Trail repairs completed. Further upgrades to be addressed in conjunction with
pedestrian bridge construction, Central Park trail realignment and NT5.
UT2

2022

2020

Provide options to upgrade the trail or roadside along Rundle Avenue and Bow Falls Road
trail from Spray Avenue to the Bow Falls to Type 2 (may require road upgrade).

2022

Extend completion in conjunction with street overlay project in 2022.
UT3

P&D,
Eng. +
C.S.

2022

Improve the grade on the trail from Moose St./St. Julien Rd. to Otter St.

P&D
+ Eng.

Active Modes – New Trail Development
NT1
NT2
NT3

Improve active connections to The Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre by developing a
new, winter-maintainable trail on the east side of Norquay Rd.
Work with the Whyte Museum to create a multi-use trail connection from the
intersection of Lynx St. and Bear St. through to Bow Ave. and the Bow River Tr.; include
wayfinding signage.
Provide options for new trail route proposed by railway station parking lot developer,
Legacy Trail bypass Cougar St. to Lynx St.
Extended to align with Area Redevelopment Plan (ARP) process.

2019

P&D
+ Eng.

2019

P&D
+ Eng.
2020

P&D
2021

2022
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NT4
NT5

Complete dedicated Legacy Trail extension to Marmot Cr. with east entrance
improvements
Provide options to convert Bow Ave. into a linear park or woonerff with cycling
facilities (in conjunction with UT1).

2019

Eng.
2021
2021

Extended project for normalized traffic volume.
NT6
NT7
NT8

2022
2022

Build Type 3 trail (~150m, 2 metre wide compacted gravel) down to Cave Ave. from
Jasper Way.
Provide options for a new trail route along railway tracks from Cougar St. to Marmot
Cr., in conjunction with the proposed crossing in ABC4.

P&D
+ Eng.
P&D

Beyond
2020

Formalize a "desire line" trail from Mountain Ave. to the Valley View neighbourhood.

2021

Deferred planning for 2021 with construction in 2022.
NT9

P&D, C.S.,
Eng.

Comm
Services

2022
Beyond

Present options for building stairs to formalize a "desire line" trail between Wolverine
St. and St. Julien Rd.

P&D + Comm
Services/Eng.

Active Modes – On-Road Routes
RR1

RR2

2021

Improve on-road conditions for active transportation to the Banff Centre via St. Julien Rd.
from Moose St.
Deferred due to need to align with St. Julien Road reconstruction, which was delayed due to
public consultation deferral due to COVID impact.

2022
2022

Add a sidewalk on Moose St. from Otter St. to St. Julien Rd.
Design landscape improvements to west and east entrances into Banff townsite to
integrate all modes and features, enhance town entrance aesthetics, reduce vehicle speeds,
and signal a change in expectations from highway driving.

Eng.
Beyond

Defer project due to higher street development priorities.
RR3

P&D
+ Eng.

2019

P&D
+ Eng.

Deleted this tactic, but retain similar tactic TM6.
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Active Modes – Amenities, Bridges, and Crossings
ABC1

2020

Add a “Park n’ Bike” node at the railway station; provide options for a seasonal bike rental
kiosk to be operated by a local business/ partnership.

2021

Continue in 2021.
ABC2

Present options for pedestrian crossing (over or under) of the CP railway between Marmot
Cr. and the Industrial District.

2019

ABC4

ABC5

Identify potential funding sources for a pedestrian and cyclist crossing over the Bow River
between Central Park and the Recreation Grounds.
Approval of final funding component through Province remains delayed.

2019

Design and Build Central Park- Recreation Grounds pedestrian and cyclist crossing over the
Bow River.
Deferred pending final funding approval from Province.
Install trail counters to monitor winter pedestrian crossings on Bow River ice and monitor
all trail counters & report on trail usage.

P&D
+ Eng.

2021

Deferred due to continuing feasibility analysis with Parks and CP Rail.
ABC3

P&D

2019

Eng.
2020

2021

2020

2021

2020

Eng.

2021

2022

2021

2022

Eng.

Active Modes – Decommissioning & Trail Rehabilitation
DT1

Decommission and re-vegetate secondary trails off-shooting from the Bow River Trail
segment from the canoe dock to Gopher St.

2021

Ops.
+P&D

2021

C.S. –
Rec.
C.S.

Active Modes – Policies and Bylaws
PB1

Develop a policy for the approval of trail and walkway use by commercial operators.

PB2

Provide options for lighting for Priority 1 trails that are not currently lit, in accordance with
Town policy.

2019
2021

Deferred to 2021.
PB3

Offer incentives for indoor bicycle parking facilities in new multi-family housing
developments.
Tactic revised to:
Require indoor bicycle parking facilities in new multi-family housing developments.

2019

P&D
2021
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PB4
PB5

2020

Provide a review of skateboard routes.
Provide options for allowing bikes on appropriate sidewalks in winter, similar to wide multiuse pathways.

P&D,
Eng. +
C.S.
Eng. +
C.S.

2019

Defer tactic align with review or redevelopment of appropriate sidewalks (i.e. widths)

2021

Active Modes – Trails Partnerships & Collaboration
TPC1

Partner with Parks Canada on the projects at the east entrance, Tunnel Mountain,
Vermilion Lakes, Spray River, Cave & Basin and report on progress annually to Council.

2019

2020

2021

2022

P&D

Delete tactic as the activity is operationalized or identified as separate projects.
Active Modes – Visitor Experience
V1

Add signage for nearest public washroom facilities at various trailheads and attractions
including the Bow Falls parking lot, canoe docks, Fenland Trail.

2019

Comms. +
P&D
2021

Deferred to 2021.
V2

Work with partners to explore a limited vehicle-free initiative on Vermilion Lakes Road,
to encourage active transportation, considering accessibility for the less-abled.

2019

C.S. – Rec.
Beyond

Sought approval for this project in 2019, was not approved at that time by Parks Canada.

Community
Services

Active Modes – Promotions & Communications
Prom1

Prom2

Develop and implement new mode shift campaigns, such as 'Size Matters', and ‘It's just
Easier.’
Focus on tactics in TM8, and expand as part of cycle mapping and ride sharing campaign in
2021 and 2022
Enhanced public participation programming, including, but not limited to, Bike Month
activities in June.

2019

2019

Comms.

2020

2021

2022

2021

2022

Delete tactic as an operationalized activity, though postponed in 2020 by COVID.
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Comms.
+ C.S.

The Town of Banff fosters a high quality of life, for all members of
our community, regardless of their financial circumstances. The
Town implements affordability measures under its control, and acts
as a catalyst and a partner in the efforts of other local organizations.
In addition, the Town works to promote and expand access to
Banff’s range of unique opportunities and natural assets that add
value to the privilege of living in this mountain community.
Relevant directional plans and resources:
• Banff Community Housing Strategy
• Economic Prosperity Strategy
• Community Assessment
• Banff Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan
• Recreation Facility Master Plan
• Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan
Banff’s continued success relies on maintaining a high quality of life
for our residents who provide services in our community. The
prevalence of lower wages relative to the higher costs of basic
needs in Banff, creates challenges for many residents. The Town of
Banff encourages other organizations, delivers programs, services,
and supports to help reduce difficulties that Banff residents face
related to cost of living. Affordability measures include reducing real
costs, and tactics to increase wealth, in terms of money, time,
leisure and activity.

Direction from 2008-18 Banff Community Plan
• Improve the quality, quantity and access to social programs,
recreation, education and cultural facilities
• Increase access to programs for low-income people
• Collaborate with partners to maximize resources and
infrastructure available for community use
• Support volunteerism to enhance community supports
• Supply a mix of affordable housing options to ensure those
working in Banff can live in Banff
Key Partners Include:
• Provincial and federal funders, including Human Services,
Alberta Health Services, Child & Family Services, Citizen and
Immigration Canada and Volunteer Alberta
• The Town of Canmore involvement in initiatives, such as lowincome regional transit and 211
• Local agencies and organizations that provide social supports
and services, such as The Banff Canmore Community
Foundation
• Parks Canada, as a major landholder, employer and owner of
staff housing
• Employers, as creators of housing demand and suppliers of staff
housing
• Agencies providing housing assistance, such as the YWCA, Bow
Valley Regional Housing, and the Banff Housing Corporation
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Cost of Living Strategies:
Housing:
• Review and update the regulatory and policy framework to
encourage housing development and improvement.
• Facilitate the development and management of price-reduced
rental and purchasable housing.
• Encourage partners to share information, gather data and
provide housing, service and support opportunities.
• Enhance data gathering to identify Banff’s most vulnerable,
including housing trends, employee demographics, purchasing
power in Banff, and available community benefits.
• Update public consultation activities to better understand:
o housing demands related to type, term and alternative
forms;
o goods/service cost impacts and service needs/capacity
for most vulnerable; and
o natural and community assets that motivate residency
in Banff despite cost challenges.

New strategic focus added due to COVID considerations:
• Address COVID challenges in the community by supporting
residents with financial and other support and referral services
•

Continue advocacy efforts for federal and provincial support
programs on behalf of individuals and businesses in Banff.

•

Develop strategies to support business resilience and recovery.

Other costs:
• Review Town programs and services to identify opportunities to
expand price-reduced or free programs for eligible individuals
and families.
• Explore incentives to expand local and regional businesses to
offer discounted goods and services to eligible individuals and
families.
• Review regulatory, policy and incentive options to stimulate
community and employer programs that offer flexibility,
coordination and support to meet needs of people challenged
by costs to access community assets and benefits.

COVID impact:
• High degree of vulnerability and uncertainty is now present
within our employment sector that has historically seen very
low unemployment.
• Initial stages of the pandemic required reallocation of staff
resources to provide support and referral services to the
community.
• Traditional strength of the local economy has shifted to
decreased resilience among certain businesses.
• Reported increases in mental health and domestic abuse issues
in resident and visitor populations, requiring an increase in
support services and intervention activities.
• A lack of strong data on population, labour force and housing
vacancies prevents reliable forecasting ability related to
housing and cost of living needs.
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Cost of Living Targets by 2022:
•

•

A reduction in the percentage of Banff residents spending more
than 30% of their income on housing (measured by federal
census), from 2016 data:
o Rental
32% in Banff
o Ownership 25% in Banff
The rental vacancy rate is greater than 1%.

•
•

The following tools are removed as the methods and metrics
have been established. In addition forecasting is paused due
to the unreliability of data during the COVID pandemic.
•
•
•

Establishment of a tool to identify Banff’s most vulnerable
demographics (i.e. single young adult or senior, single parent,
young family).
Establishment of a tool to recalculate and articulate Banff’s
demand for housing using an employment-based approach.
Establishment of a tool to forecast Banff’s changes in housing
demand as commercial land use changes, and in relation to
intensity of visitor demand.

•
•
•
•
•

100% of Banff Access Program members have filed an Income
Tax and Benefit return.
The number of eligible Banff residents participating in the Banff
Access program increases 20% from 2017 levels.
The number of Banff Access Program members accessing
recreation programs increases 10% from 2018 participation
rates.
Increase business participation in resident or low-income
programs to offer discounted goods/services, by 10%.
Citizen satisfaction rating of “overall quality of life” as very good
or good, maintains above 90%.
Citizen satisfaction with programs for low income residents
increases by 20% from 2017 levels.
Citizen satisfaction of respondents who rate living in Banff as
affordable increases from 25% to 35%.
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Cost of Living Action Plan
Tactic
Cost of Living – Housing
CH1
In the summer of each year, provide council with an annual state of housing report.

2019

2020

2021

2022

2019

2020

2021

2022

Beyond

Lead
Dept.
C.S.

Tactic is removed as it has become an operationalized and ongoing activity.
2019

CH3

Quantify supply and demand for entry-level affordable home ownership and entry-level
rental.
Quantify supply and demand for seniors housing.

CH4

Identify housing projects for Cave Avenue and Banff Avenue lands.

2019

C.S.

CH5

Compile and report to council an updated calculation of housing demand needed at build out,
using an employment-based model.
Paused data collection to await recovery, given current COVID impact and uncertainty.

2019

P&D
+ C.S.

CH2

CH6

CH7

C.S.
2020

Beyond
2021

Present options for targets of rental units required in Banff over the next 10 years.
Complete as part of CH2. Deferred further analysis in future year due to current “abnormal”
impact of pandemic.
Present options for land-use bylaw amendments to encourage development of rental
housing, including means to encourage development of duplex, triplex, 4-plex, apartment
style housing.
Deferred due to COVID impact.

CH8

Present options for differential tax rates and differential utility rates for rental properties.

CH9

Create a forecasting tool for Banff housing demand based on changes of use, and
intensification of use.
Deferred due to the current COVID impact on data reliability for forecasting.

C.S.

C.S.
Beyond

2020

P&D
2021
2021

2020
Beyond
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Corp.
Serv.
Corp.
Serv. +
C.S.

Cost of Living – Economic Prosperity
CLE1
CLE2

Present options for annual public consultation on resident cost of living, housing type
preferences, motivators for living in Banff despite cost challenges.
Present options for enhanced data gathering strategies related to purchasing power and
related economic indicators.

2019
2019
Beyond

Deferred beyond 2022 due to COVID impact.
CLE3

CLE4

2021

Present options for developing a strategy as contingency for potential economic downturn,
including triggers, measures and consultation/collaboration process.

2022

Deferred and revised to:
Assess the 2020-21 activities to support economic recovery, in order to plan future measures
for protecting the economy.
New tactic:
Identify tactics to measure economic recovery in the post-COVID period, including a survey of
Banff businesses on expectations and metrics.

2021

Comms
+ C.S.
Corp.
Serv. +
C.S.
Corp.
Serv. +
Comms

Corp.
Serv.
+C.S.

Cost of Living – Social, recreation, economic
CL1

Present options to shift to a graduated/sliding scale for eligibility to the Banff Access Program to
provide support for income earners who fall just outside current cut off, to encourage more
resident access and business participation in the program.

CL2

Work with local businesses to expand the Access program.

2019

C.S.

2020

C.S.

2020

Comms

Remove tactic as this is now an operationalized, ongoing activity.
CL3

Present options to enhance public education about Banff Access Program and local discount
opportunities.

CL4

Present options for expanding more low/no-cost activities for residents.

CL5

Foster greater access to affordable and healthy food through enhanced programs, cooperatives
and partnerships.

2019

C.S.
2020

C.S.
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CL6

CL7

CL8

Present options for coordinating or supporting community share/barter/cooperative economy
for services and equipment.
Add to CL6 tactic from previous tactic EW1 the following:
Launch a collaborative ‘Circular Economy Change Lab’ (with residents, local waste diversion
leaders, and subject matter experts from the non-profit and private sectors), focused on
collaborating to prevent waste in Banff,
Add:
including advocacy for extended producer responsibility.
Present options for land use amendments and/or commercial licencing to expand commercial
services identified in short supply by low-income or vulnerable populations, such as child care,
transport, or specialized support services.
Extend duration and revise tactic to:
Present options to expand commercial services identified as being in short supply by low-income
or vulnerable populations, such as child care, transport, or specialized support services.
Present options for expanding discounted local and regional Transit for low-income individuals.

2021

C.S.,
Ops, +
P&D

2021

P&D
+C.S.

2021

2022

2020

C.S.
2022

CL9

Present options for exploring regional car-pool programs and coordination of other transport,
such as school buses.
Removed and added to TM8

CL10

Coordinate development of Town of Banff Council recommendations to Parks Canada during
stakeholder consultation to update the 2020 Parks Management Plan, relating to cost of living.
Complete – findings shared with Parks Canada.

2019

CL11

In the summer of each year, provide council with annual updates on the Banff Recreation
Grounds Redevelopment Plan, the Recreation Facility Master Plan, and the Recreation Programs
and Services Master Plan.

2019

C.S. +
Comms
C.S.,
P&D

2020

2021

2022

Ongoing and operationalized
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C.S.

The Town of Banff delivers leading-edge environmental initiatives
that inspire, inform and enable both residents and visitors to enjoy
our national park community while preserving and enhancing the
quality of the natural environment for all time. We dedicate
financial and human resources, and our knowledge and pursuit of
best practices to reflect our environmental commitment in day-today operations and our planning.

Key Partners Include:

Relevant directional plans:
• Banff Environmental Master Plan

•

The Town of Banff strives to be a global environmental leader and
model of sustainable tourism. Our policies, programs, and practices
demonstrate our commitment to exemplary environmental
stewardship. We actively seek to learn from and share with
communities from around the world.

•
•
•

•
•

Parks Canada, as steward of our protected environment
Provincial departments responsible for regulatory standards and
oversight
Organizations, agencies, and resources such as Bow Valley
Naturalists, Banff Lake Louise Tourism, Biosphere Institute of
the Bow Valley, Banff Lake Louise Hospitality Association.
Our neighbouring municipalities, who partner in key initiatives
such as the Bow Valley Waste Management Commission, Roam
Public Transit and the Bow Valley Regional Transit Commission,
and Human-Wildlife Coexistence
Banff businesses active in recycling, water conservation and
energy reduction programs
Individual residents, whose interest in and compliance with
environmental programs make them successful

Direction from 2008-18 Banff Community Plan
• Be a model for environmental management, sustainable
development and tourism.
• Minimize energy and water consumption across the community.
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and
complements pedestrian movement and cycling, and is
environmentally sustainable.
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Environment Strategies:
•

•

Develop and implement the new 10-year Environmental Master
Plan with specific actions in six focus areas:
o Ecosystems
o Waste
o Energy
o Sustainable Transportation
o Air
o Water
In this four-year Strategic Plan, the focus area of Sustainable
Transportation is addressed in the Moving Ahead section of this
plan. The focus areas of Air and Water are being advanced in
the 10-year Environmental Master Plan, and strategies will be
developed to implement in the subsequent four-year Strategic
Plan.

•

Initiate new strategies in 2018-2022 focused on:
o Ecosystems: Implement municipal actions, policies and
public education to preserve and minimize impact on
the diversity and health of Banff’s natural system,
including wildlife, fauna, and ecological systems.
o Energy: Implement municipal actions, policies and
public education to effect more responsible and
efficient energy use in Banff. The Town will pursue
means to derive energy primarily from renewable
sources.
o Waste: Implement municipal actions, policies and public
education to prevent the creation of waste, whenever
possible, and ensure waste that is produced is primarily
diverted from landfill through recycling, composting,
and other value-add uses.

COVID Impact:
The COVID public health crisis has required redeployment of
some staff resources and created barriers to engagement
activities, affecting the delivery of some tactics.
However, the Environmental strategies remain largely on target.
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Environment Targets by 2022:
Environmental programs underway in 2018 continue to
improve, as measured by waste diversion, effluent quality,
water use reduction and uptake on environmental grants.
• Implementation of new environmental initiatives underway in
new 10-year Environment Master Plan (in six focus areas: Air,
Ecosystems, Energy, Sustainable Transportation, Waste, and
Water).
Ecosystems:
• Zero human-wildlife (large-animal) conflict incidents in the
townsite.
• Zero large-animal wildlife relocations or destruction due to
appearance in the townsite.
• Establishment of a plan by 2022 to identify 10 green
infrastructure developments that protect and enhance local
ecosystems and ecosystem processes are implemented in Banff
by 2028.
•

Energy:
• A community-wide (Town corp. and community) greenhouse
gas (GHGs) emissions inventory and plan are in place, and 2022
indicators show progress on track towards reducing GHG
emissions to 30% below 2005 levels by 2030, and 80% by 2050.
• A road map plan is completed, and projects initiated to achieve
community 100% renewable energy by 2050.
Waste:
• Actions are underway and 2022 indicators show progress ontrack towards achieving:
• 70% community-wide waste diversion by 2028
• 90% community-wide waste diversion by 2045
• Zero waste sent to landfill by 2050
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Environment Action Plan
Tactic

2019

2020

2021

2022

Beyond

Lead
Dept.

Environment – Ecosystems
EEc1

EEc2
EEc3
EEc4

EEc5

EEc6

EEc7

2020

Implement requirement for all construction waste bins to have wildlife proof covers, and
present options for an enforcement plan to support requirement for commercial waste
producers.
Deferred implementation due to COVID pandemic.

Ops,
P.S. +
P&D

2021

Present options to prohibit the planting of fruit-bearing trees and shrubs, and requirements
for tree removal or management of existing fruit-bearing trees and shrubs to reduce large
animal attractants.
Present options to require proper development and maintenance of residential and
commercial decks and sheds to prevent animals from accessing hiding cover.
Present options to fence playing fields and other open areas of a minimum size in order to
prevent access to ungulates.
Removed tactic, due to direction provided by Parks Canada.

2019

Provide an assessment related to the impact of residents, businesses and tourists on the
wildlife corridors near Banff (Fenlands-Indian Grounds, Sulphur and the Golf Course) and work
with relevant partners to develop improvement actions and timeline based on assessment.
Partially deferred to align with new Pre-approved Routine Impact Assessment (PRIA), an
ongoing legislated process and individual area assessments.
Create a second, safe, designated off-leash area for dogs, and increase proactive enforcement
of off-leash activity outside of designated areas.
Extended due to continuing assessment process.

2019

Implement new public education campaigns related to human-wildlife interaction, to
residents (year 1) and visitors (year 2) to persuade people to take measures to avoid
attractants and interactions in the first place, and to act safely and appropriately when
interactions do occur.
Halted campaigns in 2020 due to COVID crisis. Extend programs in 2021 and 2022.
Add development of stewardship public education program about living near wildlife.

2019

P&D +
P.S.
2021

P&D +
P.S.
P&D +
C.S.

2020

P&D
2022
2020

C.S. +
P&D

2021
2020

Comms
+ P&D
2021

2022

Beyond
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EEc8
EEc9

EEc10

2022

Initiate collaboration with local Indigenous communities to share knowledge and advice about
the development and implementation practices to improve ecosystem preservation and
environmental health.
Present a green infrastructure site-map and development plan, developed with community
partners. Prioritize developments that are collaborative, multifunctional (i.e. to conserve
biodiversity, to reduce stormwater runoff, to support the green economy, to strengthen
community connections etc.) and that integrate both green and grey infrastructure and
connections to other green spaces. Apply green infrastructure prioritization to Town of Banff
municipal facilities.
Present an assessment of existing impacts on wetlands adjacent to the townsite and a
townsite impact management plan, created in partnership with Parks Canada, for
preservation and restoration of sensitive wetlands

P&D

2021

P&D

2023

P&D

Environment – Energy
EE1

EE2
EE3

EE4
EE5

EE6

Create and present updated community (Town corp. and community) GHG emissions
inventories, including energy consumption and emissions intensity maps, and a plan for
updating data and publicly sharing GHG emissions targets, current emissions inventory, and
trends.
Present a strategy to implement a tracking program for visitor origins to understand the extent
of the emissions associated with travel to Banff.
Present an assessment of the uptake and impact of Banff’s existing energy rebate programs,
rebate programs offered by the provincial government, and other energy efficiency programs
or subsidies available to residents and businesses.
Deferred due to staff reduction.

2019

P&D +
Corp.
Serv.
2021
2020

P&D
2021
2022

Based on a consultation program in Banff, present a comprehensive energy efficiency actionplan for residential and commercial sectors, with special considerations and programming for
the largest energy users in the town.
Deliver an energy literacy and conservation education campaign to support improved energy
performance in the residential and commercial sectors.
Defer consultation due to in-person COVID risk.
Promote Town leadership and inspire corporate participation through a variety of efficiency
and renewable projects that include fleet transition, building retrofits, and generation facilities.
Continue in 2021 due to limited capacity in 2020.

P&D

2021
2022
2020
2021

2022
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P&D +
Comms
Comms
+ P&D
P&D +
Comms

EE7

EE8

Present results of a technical study of renewable energy feasibility in Banff and investment
opportunities within and directly outside the Town of Banff. Present an accompanying strategy
to work with residents and businesses to develop a community energy transition strategy that
capitalizes on the benefits of renewable energy and energy efficiency investment.
Present an option for an energy transition grant program to support local community members
and organizations in developing and initiating larger-scale, collaborative actions to increase
energy efficiency and renewable energy generation within and for the townsite.
Revised to include in the last line “…and for the townsite.”

2019

P&D

2021

P&D

Environment – Waste
2019

P&D,
Ops +
C.S.

EW1

Launch a collaborative ‘Circular Economy Change Lab’ (with residents, local waste diversion
leaders, and subject matter experts from the non-profit and private sectors), focused on
collaborating to prevent waste in Banff.
Delete this tactic from Environmental section and add to CL6.

EW2

Implement construction, renovation and demolition sector (CRD), and biosolid waste to
diversion rate accounting, and set targets for reductions.
Deferring implementation to 2021-22, due to COVID delays.

2020

Install organics and recycling collection bins for residents in all districts.

2020

EW3

EW4
EW5

2021

2022
Ops

2021

Deferred due to COVID impact. Capital budget was adjusted deferring implementation over 3
years.
Pilot mandatory recycling and composting for all Town of Banff capital projects. Develop
mandatory construction, renovation and demolition recycling and composting regulations.
Implement sector-specific education campaigns for the non-residential (year 1), residential
(year 2), and tourism sectors (year 3), to promote and connect key waste prevention and
diversion goals and programs. Include material that examines common places of origin and
demographic profiles of Banff’s visitors. Explore ways to educate visitors about Banff’s waste
prevention and diversion goals programs before they arrive in the townsite.
2020 program was halted due to the pandemic safety issues with in-person activity and staff
capacity. Recommend extending beyond 2022.

Ops

2022

2023

2021
2020

2021

P&D,
Ops,
Eng.
Ops,
Comms
+ P&D

2022

Beyond
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Our heritage sites inform our community’s sense of place, inspire
the town’s unique character and contribute to the appeal of the
destination to international visitors. Our community’s history is
deeply connected to the story of the national park and serves as a
reference for planning our future.
Relevant directional plan: A proposed Heritage Master Plan will be
developed over a number of years, and as components are finalized,
new targets and tactics will be established.
Heritage in Banff means the places, people, traditions, and events
which have and continue to shape our community. Banff’s culture,
heritage and design traditions are relevant and together shape the
narrative that is of value to all Canadians. Stewardship of the
community’s heritage relies on council leadership and on support
from the federal and provincial governments, Banff’s cultural
organizations, tourism operators, property owners, residents, and
visitors who all share in the benefits of heritage protection.

Direction from 2008-18 Banff Community Plan
• Protect, preserve and commemorate historic resources as
defined in the Heritage Resource Policy.
• Explore incentives and the appropriate regulatory and financial
framework for the Banff Heritage Corporation to be effective in
the preservation and protection of Banff’s built heritage.
• Cooperate with senior government, community partners,
property owners and individuals to preserve historic sites.
• Increase support for not-for-profit agencies and other interests
in acquiring and preserving heritage properties.
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Key Partners Include:
• Parks Canada, landowner, policy advisor, regulator and director
on the Banff Heritage Corporation
• Alberta Historical Resources Foundation as policy advisor,
regulator and director with the Banff Heritage Corporation
• Alberta Association of Architects as technical advisor, subject
matter expert and director with the Banff Heritage Corporation
• Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity as a leading educational
organisation based in Banff committed to advancement of
knowledge and artistic achievement
• Canadian Pacific Railway as land owner and stakeholder for
railway culture in the national park

•
•
•

•

Banff & Lake Louise Tourism as representative of the tourism
operators and international marking agency for the destination
Buffalo Nations Museum as a local organization committed to
promoting and sharing indigenous history
The Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies as an independent
museum and archive committed to promoting the natural and
human history and culture of the Rocky Mountains and as
director within the Banff Heritage Corporation
Eleanor Luxton Historical Foundation as a neighbourhood
museum, activist for heritage preservation in the national park
and director of the Banff Heritage Corporation.
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Heritage Strategies:
Commemoration
• Commemorate built heritage through the municipal plaque
program.
• Commemorate places, events, people and traditions through
the Landmarks and Legends.
• Develop policy to commemorate historical Indigenous
contributions in our community.
The strategy above is deferred and replaced with a Relationship strategy:
Information and public education
• Share local community heritage/knowledge.
• Promotion and awareness of Banff Heritage Corporation.
• Promotion and awareness of projects and initiatives for the
heritage service area.
• Annual reporting of demolition and inventory amendments.
• Make historic property information and heritage reporting
readily accessible and published online.
• Create interactive and engaging digital mapping tools.

Relationships
• Engage knowledge and subject matter experts when required.
• Build partnerships and relationships with heritage stakeholders
both locally and regionally within the Bow Valley.
●

Establish a framework for engaging with Indigenous communities.

Build Capacity
• Train and build capacity through opportunities with Banff
Heritage Corporation.
New Strategy: Explore and pursue external grants for building
relationships, sharing information, and preserving historical and
cultural assets.
Preservation
• Work with provincial and federal governments to prevent
building demolitions.
• Heritage district review and analysis reporting.
• Provide conservation incentives that promote the preservation
of heritage resources and represent best value for council.

COVID Impact:
The COVID public health crisis has required redeployment of some staff resources and created barriers to engagement activities, affecting the
development of strategies and the delivery of some tactics. However, this area remains a strategic priority.
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Heritage Targets by 2022:
•
•

Increase the number of protected municipal historic resources
from 13 to 17.
Increase the number of statements of significance from 19 to
30.

•
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of heritage plaques from 49 to 53.
Landmarks and legends community profiles increased from 20
to 25.
Cultural landscape survey completed.
Establishment of a Heritage Master Plan.
Establishment of a Framework for commemoration of historical
Indigenous contributions.
The above target is deferred and replaced with:
• Establishment of a framework for engaging with Indigenous
communities.
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Heritage Action Plan
Tactic

He1

Begin development of a Heritage Master Plan.

2019

Begin development of a framework for commemorating historical Indigenous contributions
in Banff.

Create a thematic framework for heritage and heritage context statements.

2020

Create community heritage context statements.

He5

Implement Program Reporting – Inventory.
Implement Program Reporting – Statements of Significance.

Lead

2021
P&D
2021

2022

2020

P&D
2021

2020

P&D
2021

P&D
2022

Extending implementation to 2022.
He6

Beyond

2019

Original tactics He3-He4 are combined as elements from established Heritage Master Plan.
He4

2022

P&D

Defer the focus on historical contributions and replace with and expanded tactic:
Begin development of a framework for engaging with Indigenous communities.
He3

2021

2019

Deferred due to COVID impacts.
He2

2020

2021

P&D
2022

Extending implementation to 2022.
2021

He8

Present options for a density transfer program, a heritage district/corridor analysis, options
for financial incentives, and bylaw amendments, as identified by a Heritage Master Plan.
Tactics He7-He10 are combined and deferred as potential outcomes from a Heritage
Master Plan.
Conduct heritage district/corridor analysis.

2021

P&D

He9

Present options for financial incentives program.

2021

P&D

He10

Present options for land use bylaw amendments.

2022

P&D

He11

Establish Heritage Master Plan

2022

P&D

He7

P&D
Beyond
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He12

He13

2022

Establish Framework for commemorating Indigenous contributions in Banff.
Defer historical contributions to follow development of a larger framework for engaging
Indigenous communities.
Coordinate development of Town of Banff Council recommendations to Parks Canada
during stakeholder consultation to update the 2020 Parks Management Plan, relating to
heritage preservation.
Parks Canada deferred project elements.

P&D
Beyond

2019

P&D
2020

2021
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Located in Canada’s first national park, the Town of Banff is a
service centre and home to residents and businesses who serve
millions of visitors throughout the year. The Town of Banff must
maintain leadership in all-hazards emergency planning, prevention
and readiness. With increasing occurrence or severity of wildfire,
flooding and other natural disasters, Banff must work to ensure it is
able to provide optimum levels of safety and protection for people
in Banff, infrastructure, property and the environment.
Relevant directional plan: Municipal Emergency Plan
Within our unique mountain environment, we protect life, critical
infrastructure, private and public property, the environment, and
the economy of the Town of Banff from emergencies and natural
disasters, including, but not limited to, fire and encroaching wildfire
(Wildland Urban Interface Fire), environmental contamination,
flooding, and other community crises.
The Town regularly engages local, regional, provincial and national
agencies and stakeholders, to ensure preparedness and emergency
plan alignment. We engage all residents and commercial
organizations in prevention practices and evacuation awareness and
readiness. Prevention efforts include FireSmart principles applied to
all structures and landscape, with an incentive approach to foster
participation of residents and businesses.

Direction from 2008-18 Banff Community Plan
• Ensure residents and visitors have access to high quality
medical, emergency, and protective services and institutions.
• Co-operate with other orders of government and Bow Valley
organizations to achieve goals.
• Improve the level of protection for environmentally significant
and sensitive areas, and heritage resources.
Key Partners Include:
• Property owners in Banff
• Banff & Lake Louise Tourism, Banff & Lake Louise Hospitality
Association, and commercial operators
• Parks Canada / Banff National Park Field Unit
• Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, Government of Alberta
• Bow Valley governments, agencies and business organizations
• South Central Mutual Aid Group partners
• FireSmart Canada
• Forest Resource Improvement Association of Alberta
• RCMP
• Social services support organizations and agencies
• Covenant Health and Alberta Health Services
• CP Rail
• Atco, Fortis and TransAlta for utilities
• Communications service providers (radio and
telecommunications)
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Emergency Management
and Wildfire Preparedness Strategies:
•
•
•
•

•

Continue to demonstrate North American best practices for
wildfire preparedness and response in Banff.
Continuously refine all-hazards response plans.
Continue annual table-top training exercises and full mock
disaster exercise every five years.
Continue regular joint training exercises with Parks Canada on
structure and perimeter protection, and fuel modification; test
systems, improve communication and build capacity for
responding to emergencies such as wildfires.
Continue proactive collaboration with other agencies and orders
of government to align practices in fire prevention and
emergency response.

New strategic focus added due to COVID considerations:
• Continue to build emergency management capacity within
the municipal organization for prolonged emergency
response.
• Review organizational constraints identified in recent
reports from other communities affected by wildfire (U.S.)
to explore options for additional precautionary
improvements and recovery efforts in Banff.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue education and engagement campaigns with residents
and organizations for fire-proofing property and preparing for
incidents.
Continue recruitment of residents to emergency alert system.
Leadership capacity building in neighbourhoods to mobilize
champions for emergency prevention practices.
Continue incentive programs for reducing property risk
(coniferous tree replacement, combustible roof replacement,
property FireSmarting).
Continue ongoing mapping of wildfire risk zones, flood risk
zones, evacuation routes and emergency response access.
Continue to maximize resident and business access to, and
Town partnership with, the Alberta Emergency Alert system.
Explore opportunities for auditing emergency preparedness and
report to Council.
COVID impact:
• The COVID-19 public health crisis required the activation of
the Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) and required
allocation of resources for the sustained emergency
management plan implementation to respond to evolving
circumstances.
• Due to the long duration of extraordinary measures, many
new initiatives were delayed or required deferral. Risk of
transmission required deferral of in-person activities.
• The emergency benefited from the learnings from regular
emergency exercises, ECC network relationships, and rapidresponse structures.
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Emergency Management
and Wildfire Preparedness Targets by 2022:
•
•
•

Full designation of all role responsibilities in Incident Command
System and up-to-date training for all relevant Town employees,
and their back-ups.
Regional emergency management plan and plan coordinator.
Up-to-date and adequate equipment to support all-hazards
emergencies.

•

90% of households and 100% businesses are subscribed to the
Banff emergency alerts systems.

The target above is revised to:
• 75% of households and 80% businesses are subscribed to the Banff
emergency alerts systems. approved
•
•

100% of perimeter neighbourhoods have participated in
FireSmart programs.
50% of Banff residents and businesses report knowledge of
Emergency and Wildfire Preparedness responsibilities.
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Emergency Readiness Action Plan
Tactic

2019

2020

2021

2022

Beyond

Lead
Dept.

Emergency Management
EM1

Transition Municipal Emergency Plan from traditional organization structure to Incident
Command System (ICS).

2019

2020
2021

Extended into 2021 due to lack of capacity to advance project.
EM2

Train all required staff to the appropriate level of Incident Command System (ICS).

2019

Beyond
2021

Postpone to 2021-22 due to the need to provide in-person group training.
EM3

Provide options for creating regional emergency management plan.

2019

EM5

EM6

EM7

PS
2021

Present options for emergency management coordinator position (options include shared
position with Town of Canmore or part-time Banff-specific position).
Deepen staff contingency (and resource support) for leadership for emergency
preparedness and incident command response.
Defer tactic to follow implementation in EM2 and EM3.

2019

Present options for strategy to encourage Banff organizations to enhance emergency
preparedness plans.
Defer to 2021-22 due to nature of public engagement needed and staff capacity.

2019

Implement new Town of Banff Crisis Communications Plan and training plan.

2019

2020

PS

2020

PS
2022

2021

EM9

2022
Comms
2022

Implement communication plan for all residents and commercial sector, customized for
neighbourhoods/districts.
Ongoing in COVID response, defer new program as component of EM7

2019

Implement campaign to measure and recruit subscribers to emergency notification
system; Campaign to increase awareness of process during an emergency and community
evacuation.

2019

Beyond
PS

Deferred to follow creation of new ICS.
EM8

PS

2022

2020

Extend grant-funded project to 2021 due to staff capacity.
EM4

PS

2021

Beyond
Beyond

Comms
+ PS

Beyond

Comms

2022
2021
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EM10
EM11

Facilitate enhancements to effective coordination of three orders of government in
planning for and responding to emergencies. (Facilitate and encourage Province and Parks
Canada to articulate goals of wildfire management and enhance alignment.)
Banff summit on mountain forest, wildfire and safety management – Town of Banff,
Provincial ministry, Feds, academic – and public engagement of community.
Deferred due to COVID.

2019

2021

PS

2020

PS +
Comms

2021

Wildfire Encroachment (Wildland Urban Interface Fire)

W1
W2
W3

Communication engagement plan for FireSmarting private property, combustible roof
replacement and conifer tree replacement incentives.

2019

Present options to update Community Standards Bylaw for FireSmart protection relating to
planting and ground cover.
Present options for air quality monitoring systems (either portable for emergency
contaminants or permanent placement with other environmental data collection).

2019

2021

Comms
+ PS
PS
2022
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PS +
P&D

